
 

 
Catwoman’s ID-card 

a villain come good 

 

Superman’s ID-card 

the absolute hero 

 
Real name : Selina Kyle 

Identity: Catwoman 
Nickname: the cat 
Planet of origin:  the 

Earth 
Status: dead/villain come 

good  
Job: 

- a burglar as Catwoman 
- a secretary as Selina 

Kyle/killed by her own 

boss for discovering a 

swindle(arnaque) 
Residence: Gotham City 

First appearance: 1940 
Family:  

- orphan 
- had an alcoholic father and a mother 

who committed suicide 

- was married once with a violent man  
- left him 
Love life: in love with Batman. 
Place of birth:unknown 
Physical description: 

- good-looking 
- slim 

- green eyes 
- short dark hair(depending on the 

version) 

- average height(1m70) 
- muscular 

- thin waist 
Costume:  

- first appeared only with a mask  

on her face and a dress 
- then came the ears, the tight  

leather suit  
- razor-sharp, retractable claws 
- black gloves 

- black leather boots 
- dressed in black 

- always carries a whip 
Enemies: Batman, Gotham City’s dark 

knight, who tries to prevent her from 

doing more robberies 
Personality:  

- heart-broken  
- wants revenge 
- she is not a murderer, she is rather a 

burglar 
- selfish 

- self-centered 
- haughty(hautaine) 
- disdainful(dédaigneuse) 

- independent 
- feminine 

- passionate 

 
Super powers:  

- she has no super power 

- a simple bullet can kill her, yet 
she has seven lives 

 

 Real name : Kal-el 
Identity (on earth) : 

Clark Joseph Kent 
Nickname: man of steel 
Planet of origin: Krypton 

(a planet which exploded) 
Status:Superhero 

Job: a journalist for the 

Daily Planet in 

Metropolis 
Residence: Metropolis 
First arrival on earth: 

1938 
Family(on Krypton):  

- his father:Jor-El, a scientist  

- Lara (his mother) hoping to save their 

son, placed his birthing matrix into a 

rocket and sent it to the Earth 
Family (on Earth): Jonathan and Martha Kent 
Love life: in love with Lois Lane, a 

journalist working with him for the Daily 

planet. 
Place of “birth”: Smallville, Kansas, USA. 
Physical appearance: 

- tall 

- dark-haired 
- muscular 

- broad-shouldered 
- heavy 
- blue eyes 

- wears glasses as Clark Kent 
- wears a suit as Clark Kent to hide his 

muscles 
- short hair 
Costume: 

- Red cape 
- blue costume 

- red trunks (maillot/slip) 
- red boots 
- yellow belt around his waist 

- a stylized Superman insignia - consisting 

of a large red letter "S" inscribed within 

a yellow shield, which is bordered in red - 

emblazoned on his chest 
- his original costume was made by his step 

mother with the material he had on him when 

he arrived from Krypton. 
Enemies: Lex Luthor, General Zod, Nuclear 

Man, Ross Webster 
Personality:  

- idealistic  
- honest 

- generous 
- brave  
- humble 
Superpowers: 

-  able to fly 

-  freezing breath 
-  laser eyes 
- incredible speed 

- a very solid body (can resist anything) 



Abilities:  

- incredible suppleness  
- she is very fast 
- Selina is a gifted and accomplished 

athlete, with heightened acrobatic 

prowess (prouesse) 

- trained in martial arts and in boxing 

and street-fighting 
- she is a dangerous, clever and 

resourceful fighter, known for precise, 

agile attack 

- her formidable hand-to-hand combat 

skills are augmented by her cat-like 

speed, reflexes, balance, and flexibility 
Weaknesses:  attracted to any work of art 

or valuable object picturing cats, she 

can be careless and act dangerously to 

get the coveted (= convoités)objects. 
Hopes and wishes: 

- wants revenge for what she has become 
- would like Batman to love her for what 

she is 
- wants to possess every valuable object 

representing cats 

- would like to help women who endure 

what she endured when she was alive 

 
- tries to get rid of violent men 

 
  
  

  

  

- x-ray vision 
Abilities: 

- gained his abilities from the yellow sun 

of planet Krypton 

- he is very fast 
- he can see through different materials  

- he has a very good memory 
- he has an incredible strength  
- an extreme longevity 
Weaknesses:  

- can’t see through lead 

- Kryptonite, a stone from his original 

planet, can weaken him and even kill him 
- his love for Lois Lane can make him weak 
Hopes and wishes: 

- would like to become a man, to be able to 

live and grow old with Lois Lane 
- wants to get rid of the bad guys 
- would like to protect the Earth and the 

citizens of the Earth 
- would like to get rid of his worst enemy: 

Lex Luthor 
- would like to be able to reveal his 

identity to the world 

 
  

  

 


